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Introduction
For any entire or rational function / in t}te complex plane define the sequence of iterates (f"), n(N, by fo(r):2, f":fo-Lof, n>1. The Fatou-Julia set F(/) is the complement of the maximal open set C (f) in which ("f") is a normal family.
The Fatou-Julia theory of iteration ll4, 15, 171 attempts to analyze the way in which F(/) divides the plane and to consider the various possible limit functions for convergent subsequences of (l'') in the components of C(/). 
2, property X).
We shall study the case when f(z):eo' and a is an arbi1.rary complex parameter.
Some aspects of this study are very old. For example, Euler [13] considered t]re convergence of the infinite exponential bbb" , which, if we put b:eo, can be regarded as the convergence of the sequence tions can arise in components of C (e") then the set of singularities of the inverse functions f-" plays an important part (Section 2, properties XI and XII), and these are just the values in (l) .
As the parameter a moves outside Dt the convergence of (1) [7] . However, Sullivan's method can be adapted to show (see Section 8), Theorem 6: For a#0 the function eo' has no wandering domains. This result is useful in simplifying 6he discussion of the possible limit functions which can occur. Some consequences are noted in Section 9. In particular the constant -is never a limit in a component of C(e*).
One may also ask when there are no limit functions, in the sense that F(fl:C.
It has long been known that this can occur for rational functions and recenfly M.
Misiurewicz [19] proved Fatou's conjecture that F(e):C. It is interesting that many examples occur in the exponential class; in particular this is the case for all real a=lle and also for a set S of values which lie in the boundaries of the Dn and such that any arc of any \Do contains a non-countable dense subset in S. We also determine all cases when C (e") is connected and give some account of the iteration theory for the whole class eo'.
It may be noted tlat our work has many parallels with that of Douady and Hubbardfl2l,who examine the iteration of the family g(z):22+c, where c is a complex parameter. The main cause of this similarity is that the classes z2*c and eo" eachhave inverse functions with precisely one (finite) singularity and thus form the rational or transcendental classes which we may expect to have the simplest iteration theory. C. L. Siegel [21] showed that K includes all0 such that |ln is not a Liouville number. H. Riissmann [20] showed that Kln also includes certain Liouville numbers.
Yl. The Remark. The convergence of (1) It remains to show that lAl=1 holds in (2) , by eliminating the other possibilities. If lAl=t tn" non-normality of (4) In a neighbourhood of B, which we may take to be independent of nr, we have F(Fnx):pn*1F), and hence F(ry'):{t(F).
Suppose that / is the smallest value of z such that ao is non-zero in (5) . Equating coefficients of (w-B)t in the expansion of FQID:V(F) shows that A-t:A-t, which is impossible, since I is not a root of unity. Thus all a,:0 and ,lt(w):w.
If / is the disc lw-Bl=dl2 inside D then for some fixed d'=0 and all large no the set F'"(Å) contains the disc /': lw-Bl=f,'. Hence fe"k(Å)c./. Thus the functions/Pnt are normal in /' and fe"*(B):f , (J''"u)'(fr):fnr,*1. We may select a subsequence of the fe"n locally uniformly convergent in /' to a non-constant limit function g such that q(B):F, E'(f):l. From Section 2, property VIII it fol. lows that /'cC(f). Now the set Z of Section 2,property XI is by our assumptions and Lemma 3.1 a finite set, so that by the property XI there are no non-constant limit functions in C(/), which contradicts the result just proved about E. We conclude that A cannot have the form assumed and the proof that ll | > I holds is complete. Thus the Newton polygon for the problem has 2 sides, one of which joins (1, 1) with (p*1,0), with slope -llp.There is an expansion For the p fixed points given by (9) If .E', contains two distinct level curves lEl:1 then there is a region {s; lg(s)l=1} which is necessarily unbounded, which lies in E, for large s and in which lE(s)l*-as r+6. This is impossible by the preceding remarks. Thus there is a unique level curve l, on which lE(")l: l, in E, whose ends have been described above. E is the domain bounded on tlre right by 7. The conformal mapping back to D gives finite a for finite s so that the image of y is a single boundary component. Thus the uniqueness of y shows that there is a unique D2 whose boundary is a single curve.
Domains
On the boundary of ,E we have from (12) lE(s)l -lsze'-sB e"...1 _ 1'
As r*-on 0E, re"*0 so that we have ls'ze'l(1*o (1) Hence fe maps {lrl=S} into itself properly, and so has an attractive fixed point.
To apply the lemma set a:x*iy and, for k:1,2,...,p, define l*:)'n(a) and 0o:0o1a) by 1r:0t-0 and 1*+r: sx"(xcos0o-ysin0), k: We wish to show/e(0) satisfies the inequality of Lemma (13) p(f(r)) : p(z)f'(z)l.f() a.e. in D.
Then EfE-t is conformal in E(D).
For by 8.5 ( (14) with lla(t,,v)ll-=c, c constant, and u(t,s)-O a.e. in z as s-0. Suppose that llar0+s)ll-are bounded and that ai(t+s)-ai(t) a.e. for s-0. The derivatives involved never vanish. The equation (15) (1 6) ö, :0, 04f i:l?zi-t,?zif) ö; = 0, |€.Ii) ö;(0) +0 -?rj, 0 -ä;(0) = 1rj-, for 0€Ii) lö3(0)l <*.
For any t€T the function e+Z{ tr61 (0) (18) Lr,p: ezle,: r''u(E,+1rr)f(r,-irr) : -(ezie )i ttai@)lQ+Z{ ttöi(o)).
Thus in D, ;r, satisfies lp*l= ll3 by (16 (15) pz(z) : @"Y @ (f^)' (r r) p,(d) I (U T k) W)\" r)).
Using (18), (19) To prove the observe that Qr(tt) (22) last part of the lemma take a fixed point z1 of f: eo":zl and is a fixed point of eb'-(Drf Q;t. Thus $ -(tlo,(tr)) los Q,(tr). Now t:0 makes X:0 and thus @o is analytic and with the given normalisation must be the identity map. Then for /:0 we have b:a. @o(zt):zt and we can choose the value of log zy to make q:(llz)logz1. But, as I varies in T, itrt(zt) is continuous in / and never zero so that the right hand side of (22) We now choose a small positive ä such that 0r+6=0, and co(Or*ä)€ (02,0t*2n). Then for 0'r((0r,0iö) we have a(0i)E(0r,0r+2TE). For almost alll'rin(0r,0r*ö) theradiallimita'of rlr existsatet0i andalso ateilL,wherc0i:a1Oi1. f"e does not have limit -in D. Suppose that on the contrary f' * * in D as n-*.
Then 7"n-t-7-,(f"\ also has limit -in D and similarly for fn?-i for any fixed i. Thus the whole sequence f^ has limit -in D as m+@.
Consider any disc A of centre zr such that ZcD. Snce (f')'(zr):df'@r). .f"-'(zt)...f(21), while f(z)+0 and a+0, f^(21)-* implies that (f")'(zr)** as n+€. By Bloch's theorem there is an integer no such that for n>nn the domain f"(/) contains a disc of arbitrarily large radius and hence a segment y such that ay is vertical and has length at least 2n. Then f"*t(/) contains/(7) which is a circumference surrounding 0, and for large n this circumference has arbitrarily large radius since f+1(/)*-. But Take a€y-l such that M(a):exp(i0n), 0 irrational. We note that eo" has just one cycle whose multiplier has modulus one, since a is not on two \Do's, and tåat there are no attractive cycles. Thus if C(e*)+0, then there are no admissible constant limit functions by (i) and there is therefore a centrum of fe with multiplier etd". If we choose 0 appropriately the centrum case can also be ruled out. We sketch the proof in the case when, in addition, a<|Dr, so that there is among the components of C(f) a centrum domain G which contains a first-order fixed point (. G is mapped univalently onto itself by/. Further there is a sequence no such that no* -and f"x(z)-2, f-nr(z)*z in G, whete f-"x is the branch of the inverse of ;fnn trr"1t that f-nx(():(. We show that every point 4 of 0G belongs to the set I of Section 2, property XI. If not there is a neighbourhood K of 4 which does not meet Z. Then by [6, Lemma 1] any set of branches of .f-" which are analytic in a domain are also normal there. We take a simply-connected subset K of H such that K meets G andK contains a point lt of F (f). The branche s J'-"u are analytic and normal in K and so have limit z there. lf K':{z: lz-al=q}cK and K":ki lz-41=pl2}, thenforlargenowehave f-"*(K')=K", f'u(K")cK'. But 
